ABSTRACT This paper aims to track arbitrary single target object in a video sequence given its location in the first frame and no other information. In order to track the location and further reduce the influence of occlusion, a part-based appearance model is constructed with color, texture, and spatial structure features extracted in the compressed domain. Moreover, the confidence distributions of different sub-regions bring rich information of appearance change, which enables us to duly update the classifier parameters and to further improve the robustness and stability. In order to reduce the appearance change caused by scale interference, median flow tracking is employed to estimate the scale variation among consecutive frames. Extensive evaluations on challenging benchmark video sequences demonstrate that the proposed tracking algorithm outperforms several state-of-the-art methods in terms of success, precision, robustness, and stability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual tracking is one of the major tasks in computer vision and has many applications including video monitor, motion analysis and recognition, abnormal event monitoring and human-computer interaction. Generally speaking, visual tracking algorithm is composed of three parts which are appearance model, target state search and model update. Among them, appearance model estimates the target position ranges. According to the regulations of target motion state, appearance model includes all possible candidate area of target location in the next frame. We adopt appropriate search strategy to sample candidate target area, and get final location of the target via evaluating sampling candidate area. It's obvious that appearance model usually is the key to tracking algorithm [1] . For the aforementioned applications, the researchers put forward many effective target appearance models, such as Online AdaBoost(OAB) [2] , Semi-supervised Boosting (SemiB) [3] , the Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) [4] and Tracking Learning Detection (TLD) [5] . However, restricted by many factors, robust tracking of arbitrary target is still extremely difficult in the natural scene of diversity. These constraints include external factors, such as illumination change, partial or total occlusion interference, scale variation, motion blur and etc., simultaneously include internal factors, such as attitude transformation, change of the target shape and so on.
In recent years, a significant breakthrough has been made in the application of random projection [6] - [9] and sparse representation [10] - [17] in visual tracking. In addition, deep learning based trackers [18] - [20] , on one hand, separate features from every convolutional layer to construct weak trackers, then integrate multiple weak trackers into a strong tracker [18] ; on the other hand, use different convolutional layers to extract deep features and combine with an adaptive method to construct a strong tracker [20] . Zhang et al. [21] design an efficient feature extraction technique based on random projection, and they are the first one to propose the Compressed Tracking (CT) framework. In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm. Firstly, in order to extract multi-scale compression characteristics of targets, a very sparse random observation matrix is proposed. Secondly, an online update Naïve Bayesian Classifier is designed to classify the lowdimensional compression characteristics of candidate region. And the candidate area with the highest confidence is the position of the target in the current frame. CT algorithm framework has two advantages, which can show real-time performance and provide high accuracy in general scene. But it also has limitations, such as scale variations problems, occlusion interference and multiple textures which are easy to track drift. In order to deal with the above problems, Shu et al. [22] propose an improved algorithm of MSCT based on CT framework, which uses the second order conversion of target displacement to build the motion model, and to estimates the scale change of adjacent frames. Paper [23] introduces a proved MSPR algorithm, which extracts the texture feature of compressed domain to build target appearance model and it also designs a scale tracking strategy based on classical control theory feedback thought. On the basis of [23] , Hare et al. [24] propose a proved MCFF (multiple compressed features fusion) algorithm which designs two kinds of random observation matrices to extract complementary characteristics, so dynamic fusion between features can better represent the target appearance. Extensive experiments show the superior performance of MCFF over MSCT and MSRP algorithms, but the result need to further improve if the target goes through illumination change, occlusion interference and background clutter.
Deeply inspired by [24] , in the paper, we first inherit and extend the idea of multiple features fusion. Specifically, we construct our tracker with its appearance model built on color, texture and spatial structure features extracted in the compressed domain. Second, going further from this strong base, an effective and efficient part-based median flow short-term tracker is designed to alleviate the occlusion and scale disturbation. We get the responses that the confidence distributions of different sub-regions bring rich information of appearance change, which enables us to duly update the classifier parameters and to further improve the robustness and stability. These strategies benefit our system to accurately estimate the scale variation among consecutive frames, also less sensitive to occlusion disturbation as well.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II conducts analyses of the limitations of existing methods, which also points out the reason why they have such these limitations. And in Section III, we provide and detail our solutions. Section IV emphatically analyses the differences of several related work. Section V demonstrates effectiveness and sophistication of our algorithm by extensive experiments. Section VI summarizes our work.
II. COMPRESSED TRACKING FRAMEWORK
Based on compressed sensing theory, a very sparse random observation matrix (2) is designed [21] to build the appearance model of the target via extracting the compressed domain characteristics of target:
In formula (1) , S H ∈ R m denotes the vectors of highdimensional feature space. S L ∈ R n denotes the vectors of low-dimensional feature space. The target matrix in (1) is S L , however, the design of random projection matrix is crucial importance. In our paper, we design such a matrix to achieve color, texture and spatial structure features fusion dynamically. R ∈ R n * m denotes random observation matrix, whose elements are defined as follows (2):
1 with probability 1 2p
0 with probability 1 − 1 p −1 with probability
p in (2) refers to possibility. By analyzing [23] , [24] , we can get the information that the compressed feature is the linear combination of Haar-like (3):
In formula (3), F represents the randomly generated rectangle feature box. NoF denotes the number of rectangle boxes. The value of r i,k is 1 or −1. We assume the elements in S L are independent of each other. So we can calculate the confidence H (S L ) by using Naïve Bayes classifier (4) .
Where S ∈ {0, 1} denotes the labels of samples. The numerators and denominators of the fractions (4) are partly modeled as Gaussian distribution [15] .
Equations (5) and (6) are natural and normal in Naïve Bayes framework. In order to adapt the appearance change in the process of the target motion, dynamic update of classifier parameters are as follows (7):
Where η denotes the parameter of learning rate. (η > 0). In Equation (7) (8) , since η indicates learning rate, so η < 1, where
υ i (k), which denote variance and mean respectively. Finally, the candidate sample with maximal H is the location of target in the current frame in (4) . By analyzing theory, we suggest that the formulas (5-8) describe the construction of classifiers and the method of parameters update play a core role in the CT framework. We extract compressed feature throughout the whole target regions (5-6), and then we employ formula (7) and (8) to update the parameters of classifier, in order to adapt the continuous appearance change of target. In a simple scenario, formulas (5) (6) (7) (8) can effectively describe the appearance change of target. However, CT framework extracts and learns the appearance feature changes of occluded objects or backgrounds, leading to performance degradation and tracking drift. According to the above, this paper draws on the thought of subdomain [25] -[27] to alleviate occlusion tracking, solving background clutter by fusing multiple features. At the same time, CT framework fails to track the target scale variations. The reason is that the maximum size of the multi-scale filter bank in (9) is only the size of the initial target.
Visibly, when the target moves near to the camera, corresponding rectangular box feature represents the scale change of the target; however when the target moves away from the camera, the extracted features only come from sub-regions of the target; therefore when the characteristics of each subregion of the target is quite different, leading to track drift. In order to assess the scale change of the target in adjacent frames, we design a novel median flow tracking strategy.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this paper, our algorithm is comprised of four parts: generative sub-regions, constructing adaptive observation matrix, median flow tracking, confirming target location and parameter update. In Section III, from A to D, we make detailed introduction for each part in turn.
A. GENERATIVE SUB-REGIONS
As shown in Table 3 , in step 2, we assume that W denotes the width of target and H denotes the height of the target. Also w and h denote the width and the height of the sub-region respectively, and N denotes the number of sub-regions. Obviously, if the values of w and h are too large, the anti-occlusion ability of the model will be reduced. On the contrary, if the values are too small, the characteristic discrimination and stability of the compression domain calculated from subregions will be reduced. At the same time, if N is too large, it will bring computing burdens. In order to achieve balance between effect and performance, the target area is divided into four sub-regions as shown in Fig 1. 
B. CONSTRUCT ADAPTIVE OBSERVATION MATRIX
We can know from (2) that, in the random observation matrix R, for each row (r i ), the probability of p i (either (p i = 1) or(p i = −1)) is calculated as follows :
As can be seen from (3), S L i is a weighted sum of NoF rectangular features. So if all r i represent 1 or -1, the compression domain features S L i represent homogeneous characteristics, with a probability of 0.3. On the contrary, if r i contains both 1 and −1, then the compression domain features S L i will represent characteristics, with a probability of 0.7. It can be seen that the target characteristics of constructing appearance model highlight the differences of random generation region with high probability, and the manifestation of which is similar to the texture feature. However, it is very easy for the appearance model constructed by single texture feature to track drift, when the target experiences background clutter and similar texture area.
From the above analysis, a new random observation matrix R is designed as follow:
1 with probability 0.223 s 0 with probability 1 − 1 s −1 with probability
p in (2) and s in (11) both refer to the meaning of possibility, and interchangeable throughout the paper. Based on the definition of (11), it is not difficult to validate the probability p i = 0.5 by the calculation method (10), so the probability of homogeneous characteristics and heterogeneous characteristics are equal when the high-dimensional feature of random projection is projected. There are two benefits: first, appearance model can fully integrate the brightness and texture features, and improve the ability of representation; second, the brightness (color) characteristic is more robust than texture feature in the general case. So compared with the definition of random observation matrix in (11) and (2), we find that the target appearance in (11) is more robust and effective than the one in (2). It is worth noting that the dimensions of the eigenvectors of the samples will be diverse, so the random observation matrix defined in (11) should be adjusted accordingly. In the initial state, the loss of generality can be ignored, we assume that a non-zero element r 0 in the original observation matrix R 0 correspond to rectangular box c, r, w, h, and c, r, w, h respectively represent ordinate and abscissa, width and height of rectangular box. When the scaling becomes s, and c, r, w, h will be respectively changed, i.e., (round (c * s), round (r * s), round (w * s) and round (h * s)), in the current observation matrix R s . It can be seen that when we extract samples of different scales, only non-zero elements corresponding to the parameters of the rectangular features need to be adjusted, without adding additional computational burden.
C. MEDIAN FLOW TRACKING
The median flow tracking strategy is designed [28] , which aims to the error of the forward tracking and backward tracking. It can automatically detect tracking errors to improve tracking accuracy. Inspired by this, we design a variant of the median flow tracking strategy. Differences embody in step 1, and a randomly generated rectangular box is used to calculate Haar-like features. The median flow tracking seeds are composed of rectangle vertices generated randomly, summarized as Algorithm 1 in Table 1 and Fig. 2 .
D. TARGET LOCATION CONFIRMATION AND PARAMETERS UPDATE
For each sub-region i, (i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}), the state of target can be obtained by the preceding steps, including candidate location l i and candidate scale s i . Without loss of generality, we assume that, in Fig. 3 , the state of sub-region 1 is shown as in the blue rectangle, the state 3 and 4 of sub-regions are shown in the yellow rectangles, and the state of sub-region 2 is shown as in red rectangle. Due to the presence of occlusion interference, the confidence of the yellow rectangular box become lower, representing the corresponding parameters of the sub-region should not be updated. On the contrary, the confidence of the blue rectangle box becomes higher, and the classifier parameters of the sub-regions should be updated. In particular, the red rectangular box has the highest confidence, which is regarded as the final state of the target in the current frame. The description is as shown in Fig 3 . Formula (4) shows that the appearance of the target model is a combination of a set of weak classifiers, and the classifiers' discriminant abilities are determined by the parameters of (5-8). When the target experiences occlusion interference, it is easy for classifiers to learn the features of the occlusion object which will reduce performance of discriminant classifier. In order to alleviate the problem, this paper adopts a more reliable way of parameters update, as shown in the Strategy 1. The main motivation is to avoid classifier parameters being updated when the target experiences occlusion interference, illumination change and motion interference. In particular, if the confidences of all subdomains are lower, parameters update should be completely stopped. In addition, the classifier should be updated according to the differences of confidence performance of each sub-region. The strategies of parameters update are as shown in Table 2 .
In Section III, from A to D . The algorithm process can be summarized as 8 steps in Table 3 . 
IV. THEORY ANALYSIS
We note that the proposed algorithm is significantly different from numerous visual tracking algorithms based on random projection and compression sensing. These algorithms include CT, FCT, MSCT, MSRP and MCFF. The most significant difference is the construction manners of random observation matrix: CT, FCT, MSCT and MSRP use the compression domain features extracted from the random observation matrix defined in (2) to emphasize the expression of the texture characteristics of target. When the background is messy or similar, the texture features tend to be unstable. Therefore the characteristics are fused according to the same importance. The effect is better but the calculation is large. In this paper, the single random observation matrix cleverly realizes MCFF algorithm, and mixes color and texture features with equal probability and avoids the problem like MCFF caused by multiple random observation matrices, which may lead to disadvantages of increasing computational cost. Another significant difference is that this paper employs sub-regional approaches to deal with target occlusion interference, such as CT, FCT, MSCT, MSRP and MCFF. Because randomly generated rectangular box features are of equal importance from beginning to end; In this article, the characteristics pool is calculated by the sub-regions of uniform distribution, and sub-regions have the advantages that they can detect the suspicious movement interference and distinctively update classifier parameters. So proposed algorithm will be more stable in the occlusion interference, scale variation and etc. The third difference is that the scale tracking strategy we use is different from that of MSCT, MSRP and MCFF. MSCT estimates the scale of target by the secondorder transformation model of the target displacement; MSRP calculates the change of target scale by using key points of the target to control theory feedback mechanism; Based on the space-time constraint information in the unconstrained video stream, MCFF achieves the purpose of scale tracking by constructing multi-scale random observation matrix. In this paper, we use median flow tracking strategy to calculate the scale change of the target in the consecutive frames, and the experiment shows that the strategy has beneficial robustness to scale variation.
V. EXPERIMENTS
In order to validate the effectiveness of the algorithm, we compare our novel algorithm with nine state-of-the-art algorithms in the field of visual tracking standard datasets proposed in [30] , and employing 18 images sequences (http://cvlab.hanyang.ac.kr/tracker_benchmark/datasets.html). The nine algorithms include MCFF [24] , MSRP [23] , MSCT [22] , CT [21] , Struck [29], TLD [5] , OAB [2] , MIL [4] , SemiB [3] . Table 4 and Table 5 summarize the comparative tracking algorithms and the characteristics of images sequences respectively.
A. PARAMETERS CONFIGURATION
The number of sub-regions is 4, the dimension of low dimension n is 50, the sample search radius is 4, and the negative sample search radius is 8-20, the learning rate of the classifier γ is 0.85, and the parameters update threshold is 0.
B. QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT
The visual tracking algorithm evaluation method [30] has been widely recognized by researchers. Therefore our algorithm employs the definitions of success and precision parameters to quantitatively evaluate tracking effect. We utilize three strategy evaluation algorithms which are OPE (one-pass estimation), TRE (temporal robustness estimation) and SRE (spatial robustness estimation) defined by [30] are sensitive to initialize. More details are described in [30] . An evaluation method of subjective bias is put forward in [31] . For our algorithm, we hope that the researchers can make experimental verification of no subjective bias.
As are shown in Fig. 4 , we can see the success of proposed algorithm are respectively 0.516, 0.541 and 0.512 in the OPE, TRE and SRE three initialization conditions, and in all the comparisons, our algorithm only below Struck which are 0.597, 0.581 and 0.517. In the precision curve, the proposed algorithm respectively rank better compared with some other state-of-the-art algorithms in three initialization conditions of OPE, TRE and SRE. In addition, as are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 , it is not hard to find that proposed algorithm perform outstanding resistance to scales variations and occlusion interference, simultaneously Struck tracking algorithm, to some extent, outperforms well in scales variations and occlusion interference compared with other algorithms except our algorithm. Our algorithm presents favorable performance compared with Struck and other algorithms, especially in scale variations. In Fig. 4 , the success and precision of SRE under scale interference, our algorithm outperforms other all algorithms presented in this paper. Fig. 4-6 , on one hand, demonstrate that the algorithm is advanced, especially the effect compared with the random projection algorithms, such as MCFF, MSRP and MSCT, which have obvious advantages to resist occlusion; on the other hand, Struck tracking algorithm performs its advantages, but it has performs has better real-time performance than Struck, at the same time, our algorithm has higher success and precision compared with some other algorithms.
C. QUALITATIVE ASSESSMENT 1) ILLUMINATION INTERFERENCE
As shown in Fig.7 , in car4 carScale, David, faceocc2 and trellis, the target experiences illumination interference of diverse degrees in the process of movement. As shown in Fig. 7 , the 348 th frame in car4, the 546 th frame in Daivd, the 569 th frame in trellis, the tracking algorithms of OAB, SemiB and MIL all appear tracking drift. It is the reason that when the sequence appears illumination interference, the proposed tracking algorithm is easy to choose the weakly discriminative characteristics, resulting in the error of the classifiers to accumulate and eventually leading to the incorrect VOLUME 6, 2018 result. CT, MSRP and MSCT tracking algorithms perform poorly in these sequences, and the reason is that the appearance model is mainly based on texture features, so they are sensitive to illumination change. TLD, MSCC, Struck and the proposed algorithm perform well on illumination interference sequences. And the reasons are as follows: TLD tracking algorithm relies on the random fern characteristic to build auxiliary tracking target detector, because random fern characteristics have invariance to illumination change; Struck maintains a set of support vectors extracted from previous frames, recording the target MSCC appearance in different times. The model appearance is based on the illumination changes with invariance Haar-like characteristics. At the same time, random projection based on JohnsonLindenstrauss lemma guarantees the robust characteristic of the compressed domain features of illumination.
2) OCCLUSION INTERFERENCE
As shown in Fig.7 , in the image sequences of carScale, David, david3, faceocc1 and faceocc2, all the targets experience occlusion interference of different degrees. In three kinds of tracking algorithms based on feature selection, MLL significantly outperforms OAB and SemiB, the reason is that MIL tracking algorithm uses the form of a package to represent training data, and to reduce the ambiguity of samples. Besides, online multiple instances feature selection algorithm can effectively extract discriminant ability of Haar-like features. The effect of TLD is better than that of MIL, because of the online semi-supervised PN learning mechanism in TLD, it also shows a lack of stability in several frames (e.g., 190 th sequence in david3). Struck performs well, mainly because the rich background information facilitates tracking algorithm to realize the separation of foreground and background. In General, several other tracking algorithms based on random projection, such as CT, MSCT, MSRP, and MSCC show strong randomness in occlusion interference. On one hand, the spatial distribution of compressed domain features are supposed to have resistance of some degree to occlusion; On the other hand, the ability of resisting occlusions is strongly dependent on the rectangular box features of spatial random distribution. In this paper, processing method based on the sub-regions can not only restrain the generated form of features, but also use median flow dynamic tracking module to detect errors. When it detects the confidence decreases caused by occlusion interference, the classifier parameters can avoid updating mistakenly. When the occlusion disappears, proposed algorithm can restore tracking to the interested target, so the proposed algorithm can alleviate appearance change caused by occlusion interference to a large degree.
3) SCALE INTERFERENCE
In the sequences of Car4, carScale, David, freeman1, trellis and etc, we summarize various levels of interference. The algorithms CT, MIL, SemiB and OAB are not capable of tracking the scale change of target, so the success index of the algorithm in the success curve is significantly lower than other algorithms, as shown in Fig. 4 . TLD is prone to track drift, as shown in Fig. 7 , because the TLD algorithm relies greatly on the first frame to retest the target. In the 175 th and 275 th frames of the freeman1, the MSCT algorithm loses the target when the passersby approach quickly and are away from the camera. When the key points of the extraction are too small, the MSRP algorithm will come up tracking drift, shown as in Fig. 7 : sequences 366 th and 449 th of frame trellis. MCFF and our algorithm suggest that they all perform well in scale variations. The reason is that our algorithm can effectively avoid computational burden caused by using multiple random observation matrices. Struck algorithm has good robustness to scale interference, mainly because its dense method of multi-scale can effectively improve the diversity of sample size in a large scale.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we design an adaptive projection visual tracking algorithm based on sub-regions, which is used to resist illumination change, occlusion interference and scale variations. In order to alleviate the target appearance changes caused by illumination variations and occlusion interference, we construct the appearance model based on color, texture and spatial feature fusion. Simultaneously, the confidences of subregions can effectively represent the appearances changes of target, making the model can duly update classifier parameters. In addition, in order to robustly track when the target experiences scale variations, we design a median flow tracking strategy to steadily calculate the scale changes of consecutive frames. Extensive experiments show that the algorithm is superior to some state-of-the-art algorithms in success, precision and robustness.
